
Identifying The Right Online Strategy

To get in front of how we do church online, it is important that we begin to shift our 
thinking. Most of us have made amazing adjustments to the settings for our services. We have 
shifted to view our services through the “at-home” experience. Still, it is like using a new 
muscle. Even for the churches that had been streaming, things are different. Previously, 
everything was built for the experience at church, in our auditorium, and those at home knew that 
and understood that.  
Now, the room we are building for is the living room where our viewers sit. To do this well, we 
must shift our approach from streaming to broadcasting. We are challenged by the fact that 
viewers at home may not watch for an entire hour like they would at church. Most TV shows 
don’t even try to do that because it’s hard to hold the viewer’s attention for that long.  
First, you will need to determine a general approach (generally based on size): 
Primary Questions:

• How can a platform choice help us love God, love others, and love those who don’t know 
Jesus?

• What values are we concerned could be inhibited with these choices, which values can be 
accelerated? 

• Is a goal to lean more in on having a quality “touch/interaction” or quantity with a 
greater “reach”? 

Tensions:

Quality Touch: Zoom is the best for interaction, but difficult with large groups. To utilize 
interaction, you will need a strong plan. YouTube has chat, but it will need moderation. 
ChurchOnline has some interactive tools. 

Quality Reach: YouTube has the most robust distribution. ChurchOnline is optimized for 
churches and you can promote using social media—pay for ads or a boost and members can 
share and tag their friends. Facebook generally has a smaller reach than YouTube. Zoom will 
have a much more limited reach.

Live-Streaming (high reach): 
In general, mid-sized and large churches (200+) should consider a live stream, though this will 
vary based on technical ability and resources. It will be difficult for large churches to utilize the 
interactive options on Zoom. Additionally, these churches are best positioned to use a stream as 
an evangelistic tool which would be a lot more difficult on a high-touch platform. We encourage 
these churches to consider streaming your church services but then using Zoom for mid-week 
experiences to build community (Antioch unplugged, fireside chat, Lifegroup, etc). 
Be encouraged that it is possible to live-stream on a tight budget. A high-quality camera will 
produce high quality video. Most likely, your church already owns one. If not, church members 
can lend you a camera. You’ll probably need some new gear but not as much as you think. 
You will still need to set up lighting, maintain a strong internet connect, consider encoders, and 
work on the audio mix. Read Blanton’s article for technical streaming recommendations. 
If you are streaming, consider the following tips to help people stay engaged: 

• In general, a stream is less forgiving than live:
• In worship, consider your worship culture and also consider your technical ability. 



You may need a smaller band or even acoustic set in order to minimize the audio 
mixing. It’s important that the worship leader leads people so there is still a 
passionate worship experience. 

You can pre-record your worship set, or any other element of the service, remix 
for broadcast and then upload it into a “live stream.” This might be the best option 
for quality. Remember, there is a difference between live sound and broadcast. 

• As always, think through transitions! An awkward transitions will be a lot more 
obvious on a stream than in a live environment. 

• In preaching, consider the reality that you won’t get the same feedback from a 
crowd. 

• Shot timing and placement - Our eyes move a lot. Our focus constantly shifts to 
different things. If you have just one angle no matter how clear you are, it starts to feel 
sleepy. In contrast, providing visual movement for viewers will bring your broadcast right 
into someone’s living room. 

• Look direct into the camera - Rather than people getting online to join your service, 
you are taking your service into their living room. 

• Light for video - Make sure things look as good on the screen as they do on camera at 
the time of filming.

• Change the Environment - Use the breaks in your service to change environments for 
communication. Something that makes great TV is surprise, so take your audience into a 
different room, or use a different voice to hold the attention of the viewers. Consider 
things like an intro video to start off the service that casts compelling vision for how 
things will look and how people can engage with the church. 

• Highlight the familiar - So much is different in how we do church so try to provide 
stability where you can. Now is not the time to introduce a lot of new songs or 
communicators. 

• Host a virtual offering - Share vision for what the church is doing and make it simple to 
give: “take out your phones and take a picture of this slide that shows how you can give.” 
This is a good time to change the environment by using pre-recorded video or moving to 
a different room. 

• Consider virtual greeters & ministry team - You can even do an online “Next room.” 
People are very receptive to the Gospel right now, so we want to develop some type of 
follow up system to connect them to discipleship and to pray for needs. 

• Promote and boost your service – Times of crisis provoke spiritual hunger! Over the 
past few weeks, people all across America are watching church services who would never 
physically attend. Consider a campaign to have your church share the stream on their 
social media or through texting. Also looking into boosting ads on Instagram or Facebook 
to reach your city. 

In Austin, we have been using the phrase, “This changes everything; but it also changes 
nothing.” We are still the same church believing in the same God that stirred us to do what we 
were and are doing. The only change is that we must broadcast to our viewers so they stay 
connected. How we do it will look different than anything we have done before, and that will 
take a shift of our thinking. 



For those using Church Online, here are some helpful websites: 
• Church Online Platform
• Church Online Platform Trainings
• Life.Church Church Online Host Training
• Launching Your Online Ministry – Facebook Live
• Simulated Live Versus Live Video
• Launch Your Church Online Services This Weekend – Life.Church
• Getting Started: Church Online Equipment
• Church Online Platform Support

Interactive (high-touch): 
In a newer and smaller church, it is often the rich community experience that is most powerful 
for people. Once a church grows larger than 150 people, it tends to multiple into many different 
communities but for churches smaller than this threshold, they tend to form one cohesive group. 
Furthermore, smaller and newer churches may struggle to broadcast a quality live-stream due to 
budget constraints, the lack of a consistent meeting place, and not enough technical expertise. 
These churches can consider using Zoom or a comparable platform. This will require planning if 
you want it to truly feel interactive. A few things to consider: 

• Help people get online - Zoom* requires a person to download an app, have a camera 
and microphone, and some basic knowledge in how to operate the software. You will 
need to appoint IT help desk volunteers so that no church member is left out. 

• Appoint a moderator - Fortunately, the host can mute everyone remotely. Someone 
needs to pay attention to the chat, the production order, and ensure that the right people 
are talking at the right time

• Build a production order that works for Zoom, for example: 
• Share testimonies, but preselect who will share. The power of a tool like Zoom is 

the group interaction. You’ll want to maximize that by planning ahead to 
incorporate different people. 

• Preselect different people to pray or read Scripture(s)
• Have a plan for worship! Test the quality if you’re doing live worship. You can 

share a screen to show quality, pre-recorded worship.
• Optimize the preaching for the environment:

• Invest in some basic lighting. Even though it’s not a broadcast production, if 
you’re talking for a length of time, you’ll want to be sure people can see you. 
Living rooms typically don’t have great lighting. 

• Preach shorter messages. Zoom is geared to interaction, not production. You risk 
losing people if you preach normal length services.  

• Incorporate interactive response. 
• Look into breakout rooms or other technology so people can share with each other 

Zoom is the best for interaction and there are a lot of features that you may want to explore; 
however, it will be much more difficult to use as an evangelistic tool to pull in new people. It’s 
easy to log onto YouTube to watch a service but much more intimidating to log onto a large 
Zoom conference call (and you’d need the software and the access code in advance). 


